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Abstract

In this paper, a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) extension for a third generation (3G)

wireless system is described. The integration of MIMO concepts within the existing UMTS standard

and the associated space-time RAKE receiver are explained. An analysis is followed by a description

of an actual experimental MIMO transmitter and receiver architecture, both realized on DSPs and

FPGAs within a precommercial OneBTStm base station. It uses four transmit and four receive

antennas to achieve downlink data rates up to 1Mbps per user with a spreading factor of 32 and the

UMTS chip rate of 3.84 MHz. Furthermore, different MIMO detectors are evaluated, comparing

their performance and complexity. System performance is evaluated through simulations and indoor

over-the-air measurements. Capacity and BER measurement results are presented.
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1 Introduction

Mobile multimedia and high-speed internet access are driving the development of third generation

(3G) wireless communication systems toward significantly higher data rates than those achieved by

their second generation (2G) predecessors. To provide this at a reasonable price, such systems must

also support a large number of concurrent users. Using DS-CDMA, the UMTS standard allows

different data rates to be allocated across the active users by appropriate selection of spreading

factors, with a maximum data rate of 2 Mb/s. However, assuming QPSK modulation, the total

uncoded data rate of the system is limited to 8 Mb/s. A detailed analysis [1] has shown that

these limits are almost never consistently achieved in DS-CDMA systems using conventional RAKE

receivers due to multiple access interference and self interference in multipath environments.

The application of multiple antennas is expected to increase system capacity through different

mechanisms. The most straight forward approach is to exploit spatial diversity with multiple anten-

nas at the transmitter and/or receiver. Different diversity techniques are used to mitigate the effects

of fading and spatially non-white interference (in-cell and out-of-cell multiple access interference)

thereby increasing the received SINR. As such, one possible method of spatial diversity is already

defined within the UMTS standard [2]. While these methods allow the system to improve the trans-

mission data rates, neither transmitter nor receiver diversity techniques significantly increase the

system capacity. In addition, some of them are disadvantaged by their required knowledge of the

channel at the transmitter. In 1996 Foschini pointed out [3] that the use of multiple antennas at the

transmitter and at the receiver would allow for a significant increase in system capacity through the

application of spatial multiplexing. It is shown that the capacity of such a system with M transmit

and N receive antennas is:

C = log2

[

det
(

IM×M +
SNR

M
HHH

)]

(1)

where H describes the M ×N channel between the M transmit and N receive antennas (the matrix

elements are assumed to be complex and unit variance variables). Under idealized conditions (e.g.,

orthogonal channels and M = N) this spatial multiplexing results in an M fold capacity gain [4].

A rich scattering environment is known to favor spatial multiplexing. We refer to this form of

transmission over multiple antenna systems as BLAST (Bell Labs Layered Space-Time). So far

the concept has been analyzed, demonstrated, and verified for narrow band systems in numerous
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publications [5] - [10]. A study that compares capacity and BER performance of space-time coding,

beam forming and BLAST in a UMTS TDD scenario has been presented in [11] and [12]. In

summary, the authors have concluded that in typical indoor environments and when no reliable

channel state information is available at the transmitter (as in the UMTS-FDD downlink) spatial

multiplexing is the method best suited for optimally exploiting the channel capacity.

In this paper Foschini’s concept is applied as an extension to the UMTS FDD downlink. The

goal is to provide significantly increased capacity and thus higher downlink data rates for a larger

number of concurrent users. Only minor modifications to the existing UMTS standard are necessary,

allowing this form of the multiple-access scheme to co-exist with all regular UMTS users. Moreover,

no channel knowledge is required at the transmitter. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

The remainder of the introduction will describe our method for integrating BLAST within the

UMTS FDD downlink and the corresponding transmitter and receiver architectures. Further, some

theoretical and practical performance aspects will be highlighted. Section two provides a description

of the implementation of the main components in the system. Furthermore, the testing of the system

and corresponding results are presented and the prototype implementation is described. Section

three presents indoor over-the-air BER and capacity measurement results. Before the paper is

concluded, as an application example, the implementation of a real-time video streaming system is

described.

1.1 MIMO Extended UMTS FDD Downlink

The design is based on the DS-CDMA principle and uses the UMTS FDD chip-rate of 3.84MHz [2,

13]. Its essential components are the dedicated physical channels (DPCH), a common pilot channel

(CPICH) for the pilot assisted channel estimation and the primary and secondary synchronization

channels (PSCH, SSCH). The common pilot channel, as well as the user channels, are separated by

utilizing orthogonal variable rate channelization codes, which are derived from a Hadamard matrix

(OVSF-codes). The CPICH uses a length 256 OVSF code, while the length of the codes for the

DPCH is variable to support raw data rates between 31.25kb/s and 2Mb/s in the single antenna

case and 125kb/s to 8Mb/s in the proposed 4 × 4 antenna configuration. After channelization, the

channels are scrambled with the same truncated Gold sequence. Adjacent base stations reside in
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the same band and are separated through the use of different Gold sequences. The PSCH and the

SSCH are added after the scrambling and are not orthogonal to the other codes. They are both

required to achieve initial synchronization and to identify the Gold sequence used by the targeted

base station [13].

The extension of this basic system to support M transmit and N receive antennas for spatial

multiplexing is straight forward. After channel coding, the incoming serial data stream of each user

in this mode is first demultiplexed into M parallel streams. Each of the streams uses the same

channelization code and is scrambled with the same Gold sequence before it is transmitted through

one of the M transmit antennas. The total transmitted power is being conserved by sharing it

equally among the antennas and no additional user codes are required. It should also be noted that

other users, which do not use this scheme, are not affected, as the codes of the MIMO users are

still orthogonal to the other channelization codes in the system. However, while the legacy system

requires only one pilot channel for the estimation of the 1 × 1 channel at the mobile, this is not

sufficient for the pilot assisted estimation of the M × N channels of the MIMO system. Therefore,

a separate pilot channel, again using a length 256 OVSF code is assigned to each of the transmit

antennas.

The synchronization channels utilize only one of the transmit antennas, as their replication

would lead to an inherent beam forming, which is not intended. Figure 1 displays the transmitter

of the realized system with M = 4 transmit antennas. Only two users are depicted in this diagram

for readability. Many details of the implemented system are presented in [14]-[18].

1.2 Signal Model and MIMO Rake Receiver

It has been shown that large diversity gains are desirable to reduce the effect of fading. It is therefore

concluded that multipath propagation should be exploited whenever it exists [19]. In general,

adding multipath components does not automatically lead to better performance (see the work in

[11, 20, 21]). In addition, for practical receiver designs multipath is not necessarily a desirable

condition as it can also lead to serious multiple access and self interference, reducing the effective

system capacity [22]. The severity of the interference depends strongly on the type of receiver.

While a MIMO equalizer (temporal and spatial) approach is a method to avoid interference and
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still exploit diversity, its complexity is often prohibitive, especially in high mobility environments

where fast update rates are necessary. A MIMO RAKE receiver offers the ability to exploit the

advantages of the multipath propagation at a reasonable implementation cost. However, this is

done at the cost of additional interference.

A basic M×N MIMO CDMA signal model can be described as follows. The index k denotes one

of the K active combined channelization and scrambling codes a(k)[t] and the data symbol d(k)
m (unit

variance) at the m-th transmit antenna. If the symbol power of a single user is normalized, the

components of the transmitted signal vector x[t] = [x1[t], ..., xM [t]]T at discrete time steps t, during

one symbol period, can be written as

xm[t] =
K−1∑

k=0

√

1

M
a(k)[t]d(k)

m . (2)

The thermal noise and the inter-cell interference (treated as AWGN) are summarized in the noise

vector η[t] = [η1[t], ..., ηN [t]]T . The signal received at the receive antenna n is

yn[t] =
M−1∑

m=0

K−1∑

k=0

L−1∑

l=0

√

1

M
a(k)[t − τl]d

(k)
m α(l)

n,m + ηn[t] (3)

and α(l)
n,m is the complex channel response of the l-th path between transmit antenna m and receive

antenna n, where L is the number of multipath components.

A straight forward RAKE receiver with Lr fingers is used to resolve the multipath components

(i.e., Lr is assumed to be the number of resolvable paths). Without a loss of generality the de-

spreading of a single user k = 0 with code a(0)[t] is analyzed. Integrating over a symbol period

and sampling the outcome of the correlators leads to the following expression for a set of soft-

symbol components at the received antenna n (n = 1, ..., N), and the RAKE finger f (f = 1, ..., Lr),

corresponding to the (discrete) delays τf on which the actual MIMO detection will be performed.

rn,f =
SF−1
∑

t=0

yn[t + τf ](a
(0)[t])∗ = rS

n,f + rSI
n,f + rMAI

n,f +
SF−1
∑

t=0

ηn[t](a(0)[t])∗. (4)

where SF is the spreading factor of the desired user. While multipath helps to combat fading and

adds diversity for the MIMO detection, it also adds a significant amount of self interference rSI
n,f

and intra-cell multiple access interference rMAI
n,f . With term A0,k[τ ] denoting the cross-correlation

function between the code a(0)[t] and a(k)[t] and A0,0[τ ] the auto-correlation function of a0[t], the
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terms in (4) are defined as:

rS
n,f =

M−1∑

m=0

√

1

M
A0,0[0]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

SF

α(f)
n,md(0)

m , (5)

rSI
n,f =

M−1∑

m=0

L−1∑

l 6=f

√

1

M
A0,0[τf − τl]α

(l)
n,md(0)

m , (6)

rMAI
n,f =

M−1∑

m=0

K−1∑

k=1

L−1∑

l 6=f

√

1

M
A0,k[τf − τl]α

(l)
n,md(k)

m . (7)

The channelization codes are orthogonal and therefore A0,k[0] = 0, k 6= 0. Note that as opposed to a

narrow band system, the number of received signals is not only determined through the number of

antennas, rather, N ×Lr signal terms are available to the MIMO detector. They can be interpreted

as virtual antennas [22]. In the following the time index t is omitted. The output of the MIMO

RAKE receiver is

r = Hd + n (8)

where r = [r1,1 · · · r1,Lr
· · · rN,1 · · · rN,Lr

]T and d = [d
(0)
1 · · ·d

(0)
M ]T is the transmitted data vector.

The ((n − 1)Lr + l)-th row and m-th column element of the MIMO channel matrix element is

h((n−1)Lr+l),m =
√

1
M

A0,0[0]α(l)
n,m. The matrix H is NLr × M dimensional. The vector n models the

noise corresponding to the self interference, multiple access interference and background AWGN

(we assume that E[nnH ] = N0I).

Further elaboration of the above equations shows that the signal to interference ratio (SIR) is

directly proportional to SF , and it is inversely proportional to the number of the users (i.e., codes)

in the cell (cell loading) [22]. This insight strongly suggests that the spatial multiplexing should be

the preferred means to increase data rates as opposed to the usage of lower spreading factors, multi-

level or multicode transmission (as in the case of HSDPA [23]). A similar conclusion in a slightly

different context was drawn from simulations in [24] where it was stated that the use of multiple

antennas should be preferred over higher order modulation schemes to increase throughput.

2 Receiver Design

The receiver in this project is a strict feed-forward design. Selecting such a structure comes with

many advantages. In particular, feedback loops often used for control signals disappear and thus
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potential instabilities. A further advantage is that at the time of the initial system investigation

the final hardware platform does not have to be well defined. A feed-forward structure is easy to

partition since cutting out functional blocks does not result in cutting feedback control signals.

Such signals would have to undergo an additional delay corrupting the stability of the system due

to the interfaces resulting from partitioning. As illustrated in Figure 2, it consists of an RF front

end, an extended CDMA baseband processing unit (based on a RAKE receiver architecture), and

a MIMO detector stage. The RF and analog front end deliver four time oversampled baseband

signals from each of the receive antennas. The baseband processing element performs despreading.

A resolution of up to four multipath components, as described in the previous section (four RAKE

fingers per receive antenna), has been realized. In this 4 × 4 system each symbol consists therefore

of 16 soft-symbol components (i.e., 16 virtual antennas). The baseband processor also performs the

pilot assisted channel estimation, using the four CPICH channels of the system [2]. The channel

state information at the chosen finger positions is also forwarded to the MIMO detector.

2.1 MIMO UMTS Baseband Front End

The baseband front end is an extension of a UMTS downlink receiver front end [16, 17]. It receives

samples from the analog-to-digital converters in the RF front end, extracts timing information, and

converts the samples into soft-symbols and channel information presented to the MIMO detector.

Its major blocks and their connections are shown in the block diagram in Figure 3 and are described

in more detail in the paragraphs below.

2.1.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing stage receives four complex data streams, one from each of the four receive

antennas. Each data stream is four times over-sampled and is initially 14 bits wide. The first

processing step reduces the dynamic range such that words are represented by eight bits, thereby

lowering the complexity of the remaining parts of the receiver. This reduction is achieved through

a digital automatic gain control (AGC). Thereto the average received power is estimated separately

for each receive antenna. This computation is done in two steps: first a block average over 1024

samples is computed. To avoid costly complex multiplications the magnitude ‖yn‖ is approximated
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as

3

8
(|<{yn}| + |={yn}|) +

5

8
max(|<{yn}|, |={yn}|) (9)

Such approximation is very well suited for low complexity realization. Its effectiveness is shown in

Figure 4. Here-in the above equation is plotted for ejθ over a range of angles (solid curve). For

comparison, the common approximation |<(ejθ)| + |=(ejθ)| is also shown (dotted curve).

In the current implementation the AGC value is independently computed for each of the four

receive antenna complex sample streams. As will be seen later, the channel estimation is performed

over an integer number of pilot periods. Provisions were made in the design of the multi-channel

AGC to limit gain adjustments to certain predefined time instances, e.g., channel estimation periods.

This technique can ensure that AGC action will not corrupt the MIMO detection algorithms.

Furthermore, concerns were raised during the testing of this system as to whether it was better to

allow the AGC to apply independent gain values to each data stream, or to force the multi-channel

AGC to apply a common gain coefficient to all data streams. While individual gain values provide

the best mapping of the 14 bit samples into the internal eight bit word size, severe noise injection can

occur when a single antenna experiences a deep radio fade. The current implementation allows for

independent gain values on each data stream. When activated the AGC was experimentally verified

to level the input signals over a 30 dB dynamic range. It is noted, however, that the performance

data reported in this article were taken with the AGC gains fixed, effectively implementing the

common gain value method.

The square-root-raised-cosine (SRRC) matched filtering with roll-off α = 0.22 is performed after

the digital AGC. This is important for complexity reasons and to remove out-of-band quantization

noise from the AGC in the four-time oversampled signal.

2.1.2 Frequency offset estimation

In the next processing step, large systematic frequency offsets which are caused by RF-oscillator

mismatches between the transmitter and receiver are removed. This is necessary as carrier frequen-

cies of about 2GHz typically have offsets that range up to a few kHz and are therefore much too

high to be tracked by the channel estimator. The offset is estimated through the phase variation of

a single received pilot signal after despreading. This scheme can be implemented very efficiently as
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described in [18]. As a fairly static offset is assumed, an extensive averaging can be used to obtain

a reliable estimate which was implemented. Further improvement in the estimate is obtained by

taking advantage of spatial diversity at the receiver (e.g. combining of energy from the four receiver

antennas). The estimated frequency offset is used to compensate the received signal via a numer-

ically controlled oscillator and a complex rotator. A feed forward scheme is employed: that is to

say that the frequency estimator continuously observes the input signal while the de-rotated signal

is fed to the channel estimator and RAKE receiver.

2.1.3 MIMO channel estimation

The channel estimator is the most complex part of the front end in terms of the number of operations.

As opposed to a 1 × 1 link, 16 channels need to be estimated in a 4 × 4 system, with four RAKE

fingers per receive antenna. In our implementation a maximum usable channel length of 16 chips (or

4.17µs) was assumed. The estimation is done by chip-matched filtering of each of the four received

sequences independently with all training sequences. If the pilot codes of the transmit antennas

are restricted to the same branch in the OVSF tree, this estimation procedure can be implemented

very efficiently using a combined FIR and correlator approach. The optimum averaging length

for the channel estimation varies, depending on the Doppler frequency and on the received SNR.

In a high SNR environment, shorter averaging allows for a higher Doppler shift, while in a low

SNR environment more averaging is required to obtain good channel estimates. The implemented

solution allows performing the averaging over a period of 1,2,4 or 8 pilot symbols. In the following,

Ĥ denotes the estimate of the channel H used in equation (8).

The performance of one of the 16 channel estimators using an averaging over four pilot symbols

is shown in Figure 5. A three ray multi-path signal was applied between the transmitter and the

receiver using a channel emulator. The three paths are clearly visible in this figure with the expected

relative time delays and (voltage) amplitudes. Also note that this measurement was taken with the

receiver root raised cosine filter disabled, which increases the observed sinc response on either side

of the finger correlations. Since the channel estimators coherently sum over a period of 1024 chips,

the coding gain of this filter is expected to be 30 dB. This is roughly observed by comparing the

magnitude of the strongest finger correlation (25 units at 0.6µs) with the background level (1 unit

at 2.6µs).
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2.1.4 Finger searcher

The channel estimates are passed on to the finger searcher. This block performs two operations:

1. Find the best finger positions for the RAKE receiver

2. Extract the corresponding channel coefficients

The finger positions are assumed to occur with identical path delay for all the 16 subchannels.

As the antenna spacing is very small compared to the resolution of the sampled signal this is a

reasonable assumption. An approximation of the common power profile to determine the delays of

the dominant taps in the channel was used by a simple non-coherent combining of all subchannels:

√

PĤ ≈
N−1∑

n=0

M−1∑

m=0

|<{ĥn,m}| + |={ĥn,m}| (10)

The delays of the four largest values are selected as finger positions. However, a minimum distance

of 3
4

chips between any two fingers is always preserved, to avoid correlation from the SRRC filter.

The finger positions are passed on to the RAKE receiver. In the next processing step, the cor-

responding channel coefficients need to be extracted from the channel estimates (i.e., the MIMO

channel estimate Ĥ is to be created). To achieve this, two approaches differing in their timing

relation to the extraction of the finger position were investigated (Figure 6).

The first approach extracts the coefficients of the Ĥ-matrix from the same channel estimate

which is used to find the positions of the fingers. The advantage of such a scheme is the immedi-

ate availability of the channel state information and thus, the MIMO detector can start with the

decoding immediately when a soft-symbol is received. The second (delayed) method delays the

extraction of the channel coefficients for a set of finger positions until the next channel estimate is

available. The estimate is therefore obtained concurrently with the despreading of the correspond-

ing soft-symbols. This leads to an improved correlation between the estimated and the observed

coefficients during the transmission and is especially advantageous in high-mobility scenarios. The

disadvantage of this approach is that it requires large FIFOs between the front end and the MIMO

detector. The performance of the two approaches is compared in Figure 7. It shows simulation

results for a 4 × 4 system using the ML detector with a flat Rayleigh fading channel. The results

are presented for estimation performed over one or two pilot periods. No noise is added and under
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ideal conditions with perfect channel knowledge no bit-errors would be expected. The given curves

therefore reflect the resulting error floor caused by the noise inferred through imprecise channel

estimates. It can be seen that for the undelayed channel estimation the performance degrades even

at the Doppler shifts of 50Hz (27km/h @ fc=2GHz). Beyond such Doppler the performance degra-

dation depends strongly on the averaging length (averaging over more pilots might be required in

low SNR environments). With the delayed estimation procedure performance only starts to degrade

at about 100Hz and remains mostly constant up to Doppler shifts of about 500Hz1. In the following

we apply the delayed estimation procedure.

In Figure 8 the simultaneous operation of all four finger tracker outputs is observed. In this case

four multi-paths were applied to the receiver with the following characteristics:

• Ray 1: 0.00µs delay, 0 dB power (tap index 7, reference time and power for other rays)

• Ray 2: 0.75µs delay, -3 dB power (tap index 19, Raleigh fading, 20 Hz Doppler)

• Ray 3: 1.50µs delay, -9 dB power (tap index 32)

• Ray 4: 2.50µs delay, -6 dB power (tap index 48)

The outputs are ordered such that tracker 1 provides the index for the strongest multi-path, tracker

2 provides the index for the next strongest multi-path, tracker 3 provides the index for the third-

strongest multi-path, while tracker 4 provides the index for the fourth strongest multi-path.

The recorded data begins just prior to an up-fade of ray 2, with each tracker locked onto the

nominal multi-path indices (e.g. 7, 19, 48, 32). Around channel estimation period 20 an up-fade

begins such that ray 2 is stronger than ray 1; consequently the outputs of tracker 1 and tracker 2

switch places. This up-fade is not strong enough to change the power ordering of rays 3 and ray 4

relative to the first two rays. However, around channel estimation period 75 a fade begins on ray

2. The power on ray 2 is first weaker than ray 3 and soon afterwards ray 4 (time 90) also becomes

weaker. As such tracker 2 reports the index of ray 4, tracker 3 reports the index of ray 3, and

tracker 4 reports the index of fading ray 2. Around time 110 the fade becomes so deep that tracker

4 briefly reports the index for a correlation side-lobe of ray 1 (the strongest ray). Note that for

1The unusual performance improvement in the simulations around 325Hz can be explained through short-term

correlation and symmetries in the Jakes-fading model applied for the simulation [25].
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these tests the SRRC was disabled, so the correlation side-lobes were stronger than experienced in

normal operation.

2.1.5 RAKE receiver

The MIMO RAKE provides a maximum of four fingers per receive antenna. Temporal positions of

the fingers are determined in the finger searcher procedure that is previously described. The RAKE

receiver performs the despreading and generates soft symbols (16 complex soft symbols are sent to

the MIMO detector, corresponding to the vector r in equation (8)). It is implemented using a set

of synchronized correlators in combination with a tapped delay line. As opposed to a realization

with independent, delayed correlators this greatly facilitates the finger management and avoids the

loss of samples or entire symbols when fingers move [18].

2.1.6 Performance evaluations of the baseband front end

In addition to previously described results, in order to assess the performance of the system, a series

of measurements were conducted. Most of the measurement techniques have been equivalent to the

techniques applied in conventional SISO wireless systems. For example, error vector magnitude

(EVM) measurements were conducted. The EVM performance is measured for different number

and arrangements of the transmit and receive antennas using cabled and over-the-air measurements.

The EVM measurements correspond to the despreaded signal (SF = 32) and the above channel

estimation using 1024 chip long pilot period. The EVM is used to assess the effective SNR in the

system prior to the MIMO detection. It is effected by the quality of the transmitter, receiver RF

front end, digital baseband preprocessing, MIMO channel estimation, and the overall noise in the

system. Therefore, it represents a comprehensive measure of the system performance. In the case

of the cabled RF connection between the transmitter and the receiver the EVM that corresponds

to an SNR of 25dB or higher has been consistently observed. The SNR is estimated based on the

dispersion of the received constellation points.

Furthermore, it was decided that a testing technique based on the emulation of the keyhole

effect [26] should become an integral part of the MIMO system performance evaluations. Thereto

all four RF transmitter outputs are combined together (using 4:1 combiner), and using a single

cable, the signal is brought to the receiver. The signal is then fed to each of the receiver RF inputs
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(using a 1:4 splitter). Having constructed the above system, the initial four dimensional system has

collapsed to a single dimensional system (by combining all RF outputs into a single signal) which is

denoted as the keyhole effect. Estimating the channel response of the keyhole, using the previously

described estimation procedure (1024 chip long pilot period), the estimate of the channel matrix H

has been obtained. In the case of the ideal system, only one non-zero eigenvalue of the HHH should

exist (the channel has single dimension). Because of the noise in the transmitter and receiver and

imperfection during the channel estimation, more than one eigenvalue is non-zero. In this particular

case, for a system with the acceptable performance, the strongest eigenvalue should be significantly

stronger than the other eigenvalues. As seen in Figure 9, our system provides approximately 32dB

difference between the strongest and second strongest eigenvalue (single RAKE finger per receive

antenna is used). The eigenvalues are normalized with respect to the weakest eigenvalue (the forth

one). This result shows that the system is built well, having a low additive noise.

2.2 MIMO Detection

In such a feed-forward structure with no explicit interference cancellation the MIMO detector stage

is practically identical to the MIMO detection in a narrow band system. The corresponding signal

model is given in equation (8). The well known algorithms are described in the following.

• ZF receiver:

d̂ = Quantize[(ĤHĤ)−1ĤHr].

where the matrix Ĥ is an estimate of the MIMO channel H. It is obtained using the pi-

lot assisted estimation which is previously described. The vector d̂ is the estimate of the

transmitted data in equation (8).

• ZF-VBLAST [22, 27, 28]: is an iterative decoding method based on what is known from the

literature as a down-dating method (see, for example, chapter 2.7 in [29]). Its implementation

can be described as follows:

1. Reset the counter, p = 1.

2. Determine the zero-forcing (ZF) detector from the following iterative orthogonalization
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scheme

m(i)
p = m(i−1)

p −
((m(i−1)

p )Hĥp+i)ĥp+i

(ĥH
p+iĥp+i)

(11)

where ĥj (j = 1, · · ·M) is the j-th column vector of the matrix Ĥ. The iteration is

executed in M − p steps, i.e., i = 1, · · · , M − p, where m(0)
p = ĥp. The ZF detector is

mp = m(M−p)
p , corresponding to the last iteration step.

Note that normalization of the ZF detector is not needed because the QPSK modulation

is assumed. The ZF detector is the orthogonal component of ĥp to the space spanned by

the interferers ĥi, i = p + 1, · · ·M .

3. Project the received vector on the ZF detector as

ŝp = mH
p r (12)

Using the above result decide on the received data. In the case of QPSK modulation

d̂p =
√

1
2
(sgn(Re(ŝp)) + j sgn(Im(ŝp))).

4. Cancel sub-layer p contribution as

r = r − d̂pĥp (13)

5. Increment p, p = p + 1, and repeat steps 2 to 5 if p ≤ M , i.e., the above steps are

performed repeatedly for all sub-layers.

In addition to the above described steps a power ordering of the sub-layers is needed, however

for the sake of simplicity it is assumed in the description that ‖ĥ1‖
2 ≥ · · · ≥ ‖ĥM‖2.

• MMSE receiver:

d̂ = Quantize[(ĤHĤ + N0I)
−1ĤHr].

• MMSE-VBLAST receiver: successively using MMSE with matrix Ĥ of decreasing dimension,

based on the smallest row norm of (ĤHĤ + N0I)
−1ĤH . Note that this scheme is equivalent

to the ZF-VBLAST algorithm for N0 = 0.

• ML receiver: A full search over all possible constellations dj is performed. [24, 30].

d̂ = arg min
dj

(‖r − Ĥdj‖
2) (14)
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• Iterative cancellation receiver: starting with an initial estimate d̂[0], the estimate is iteratively

improved. A detailed discussion of this procedure can be found in[14].

To assess the performance of these algorithms all of them were implemented in ANSI-C and

simulations were carried out. In the first experiment no multipath components were assumed. The

components of the channel matrix H were all flat Rayleigh fading with a low Doppler frequency. The

spreading factor was set to 32 and channel estimation was performed over a period of 1024 chips.

The results for this scenario are shown in Figure 10. The ML detector reaches almost the optimum

performance predicted, while the ZF-VBLAST algorithm and the pure ZF algorithm exhibit a much

lower performance in this case. Regarding the ML scheme this is in full agreement with [24], however

in [24] it is argued that the ZF-VBLAST receiver would result in a poor performance determined

by a diversity order of one. As Figure 10 shows the actual performance is by far not as poor as

expected.

The second set of simulations was performed assuming a more realistic propagation model with

three equally spaced fading multipath components at delays of 0, TC , and 2TC (where TC is the

chip period). The correlation coefficients, i.e., the variance of the Rayleigh distributions at all path

delays were assumed to be identical. Results are given in Figure 11. In this case the ZF-VBLAST

detector exhibits a comparable performance to the ML detector for lower SNRs while for high SNRs

the ML detector delivers a much better BER.

In conclusion of this comparative study we can state that the ML and ZF-VBLAST schemes

outperform the straight forward ZF detector significantly in most cases. The performance difference

between the ML and ZF-VBLAST receiver depends on the nature of the channel and on the SNR.

The existence of multipath components in the channel also appears to have a positive effect on the

ZF-VBLAST performance. The simulation results will be compared to the measurements further

ahead (Section 3).

2.2.1 Complexity

The difficulty in the implementation of the ML detector is the fact that its complexity grows

exponentially with the number of constellations and transmit antennas respectively. However, as

opposed to the much less complex ZF-VBLAST algorithm, its implementation is extremely regular
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and does not require floating-point operations. Together with the advantage offered by the QPSK

modulation scheme [31] this allows a number of optimizations based solely on algebraic transforms

which lead to a very efficient implementation without sacrificing performance. Table 1 compares

the complexity of the ML and the ZF-VBLAST receiver. The numbers assume a spreading factor

of 32 and a channel estimation period of 1024 chips. As multiplications are generally assumed to

be more complex than ADD/CMP operations, the overall complexity of the two algorithms turns

out to be comparable or even in favor of the maximum likelihood detector for a reasonably small

number of antennas (e.g. 4× 4) and smaller constellations. For an ASIC or FPGA implementation

this advantage is even more pronounced.

2.3 Implementation: Experimental Platform and Rapid Prototyping

Design Methodology

All essential components of the system were initially implemented in C using the rapid prototyping

methodology presented in [16]. An initial, purely behavioral model was gradually refined and

optimized. The same C code was used to carry out performance simulations as well as the functional

verification of the system prior to its actual implementation. Subsequently, the code was targeted

to a flexible prototyping platform equipped with a XILINX Virtex2-6000 FPGA, a TI-C67 DSP

and a Motorola 8260 PowerPC.

For the transmitter, this platform was integrated as a mezzanine board into a prototype of

the Lucent 3rd generation base station, (OneBTStm), which provides the radio interface for four

antennas and the clocking. The radio link protocol (RLP) was integrated on the PowerPC running

Linux and the transmitter was mapped to an XILINX FPGA (Virtex2).

The receiver was realized as a stand-alone version of the same prototyping platform. Its physical

layer consists of a custom made RF front end. The baseband front end was mapped to the FPGA

and the actual MIMO-detector was realized in the DSP. The PowerPC handles the simplified RLP

which provides an interface from the physical layer to the TCP/IP stack on a Linux host-platform

to enable UDP and TCP connections over the air. Two versions of the receiver were realized:

(1) the initial experimental setup consisting of off-the-shelf evaluation boards from SUNDANCE

and laboratory equipment (for clock generation) and (2) a more recent stand alone custom-made
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compact realization as shown in Figure 16 together with the OneBTStm.

3 Indoor Over-the-Air Measurements

In this section initial indoor over-the-air measurements under mostly static conditions are presented.

Capacity curves based on the estimated channel matrix and the received SNR are shown. Further,

the initial BER measurement results using the ML and ZF-VBLAST detection are presented. All

measurements were taken in an office type environment as depicted in Figure 12. The transmitter

uses λ/4 dipole antennas placed along a line with a spacing of about 2λ at a height of approximately

three meters. The receiver uses λ spaced patch antennas which were placed at various locations in

the adjacent room. The receiver antennas were designed to fit within the dimensions of a laptop

computer with the four antennas located at the four corners of the back of the LCD display. Each

“bowtie“ antenna was oriented at ±45o angles. QPSK modulation was used and no channel coding

was applied. A spreading factor of 32 was used with a single active user. Under the assumption

of a flat fading environment with no multipath components only one of the four possible fingers

at the receiver was turned on. The channel was estimated over a period of 1024 chips or 4 pilot

symbols. In the following the SNR is defined as the ratio between the total received signal power

and the error vector magnitude (EVM) of the multi-dimensional received signal after despreading.

Therefore, the measurement includes the noise inferred in the radios of the transmitter and receiver,

the AWGN from the channel and any quantization noise in the receiver.

To make an assessment of the average capacity, the channel H as well as the SNR were measured

at a number of antenna positions. It is assumed that in the static environment channel conditions

and SNR remain constant for each particular location throughout the measurement period. The

channel matrix at each location needs to be normalized by

√

trace(HHH )
MN

before the capacity is

extracted following equation (1). Figure 13 shows the results and relates them to the capacity when

H is an identity matrix (dashed line) and to the capacity of the idealized (simulated) Rayleigh

channel (dotted line). The measured averaged capacity (derived as a quadratic fit) closely follows

the idealized Rayleigh channel capacity. This indicates that for the given measurement scenarios,

the indoor MIMO channel can be efficiently modeled using the Rayleigh channel model. In the

given configuration, the system achieves a throughput of 0.25 bit/s/Hz/channel with a maximum
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of 31 concurrently active channels. This results in an overall throughput of 7.75 bits/s/Hz.

Figure 14 plots the BER versus the received SNR in a spot that was found to provide particularly

good performance. The SNR was swept by adding band-limited white noise to the system through a

single noise transmitter in close proximity to the receiver. The measured channel estimate was used

as input to the static channel model in the MATLAB simulation. The measurements closely follow

the simulation results indicating correct functionality of the system and the static nature of the

channel. The results are also in good agreement with the previously obtained simulation results for

the ML decoder in a flat Rayleigh fading scenario (Figure 10). The comparison between the static

measurements and the fading simulation model is justified as averaging over multiple measurements

and environmental changes lead to a fading behavior of the channel. However the slightly steeper

BER curves in the measurements are characteristic of the chosen spot.

The curves in Figure 15 show the cumulative distribution function of the BER for the ZF-

VBLAST and ML detection. As expected from the simulations, the ML detector clearly outperforms

the ZF-VBLAST algorithm in this environment.

4 An Application: Video Streaming

In order to demonstrate the capabilities and performance of the UMTS MIMO prototype, a video-

streaming application was implemented. Publicly available video server and player software from

RealNetworks (www.real.com) were used in the demonstration. The end-to-end RTSP (real-time

streaming protocol) for data delivery from the RealSystem Server 8 to the RealOne player, was set

to use UDP for video transport. A wired ethernet link served as the full-duplex TCP connection

between the server and the player for control and negotiation tasks.

Reliable video transport is accomplished via the use of type-I hybrid ARQ protocol and video

packet fragmentation. The two-way communications pipe between TX-RLP and RX-RLP, which

are Linux machines external to the radio system, is established through the use of PPP (point-to-

point protocol) running over a L2TP (layer 2 tunnelling protocol)-like connection. In the forward

direction, from TX-RLP to the RX-RLP, the connection uses the radio link; in the reverse, it

uses a wired link. (Video server and video player are running in TX-RLP and RX-RLP machines,

respectively). Video packet fragmentation/defragmentation to 512 bytes, in our case, is done in the
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kernel at the pseudo-TTY interface between PPP and L2TP. L2TP programs at the transmitting

and the receiving end provide ARQ functionality, which is based on a sliding window mechanism.

Encoding and decoding operations for the (16,8) Hamming channel code are performed in the

transmitter and MIMO detector blocks, respectively.

Video content was created using the standard RealProducer package from RealNetworks, at a 450

kbit/s rate, using SureStream technology but without any optimization for wireless transmission.

Over-the-air streaming rates of up to 460 kbit/s were achieved — considering the 1 Mbit/s raw bit

rate and rate-1/2 channel coding, the ARQ layer introduced only a slight reduction in the overall

throughput.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a prototype implementation of a WCDMA MIMO system is described. Its physical

layer is derived from an extension of the UMTS FDD downlink. A theoretical analysis of the system

is given to predict its performance under various channel conditions, and the implementation of the

critical components of the system is presented. Indoor channel and BER measurements show

promising results in good agreement with the expected behavior. Also presented is an outline of a

real-time video streaming application using a simple RLP and L2TP-like tunneling, implemented

to demonstrate the performance of the system.
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Figure 1: Transmitter for a MIMO-extended UMTS FDD downlink with 4 transmit antennas.
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ZF-VBLAST ML

Rate DIV MUL ADD/CMP DIV MUL ADD/Cmp

Per Channel Estimate 3.84E6
1024

1
s

4 264 640 - 96 232

Per Symbol 3.84E6
32

1
s

- 160 104 - 64 635

Total Ops

s
1.5M 20M 15M - 12M 78M

Total DSP cycles (TI-C67) Cycles

s
140M 102M

Table 1: Computational complexity of ZF-VBLAST and ML.

Figure 16: A) Transmitter in OneBTStm, B) Prototype Terminal.
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